
 

DESCRIPTION

Can an ordinary person meet a celebrity using nothing but the internet? That's what Jared Woods, a 25 year old from 
London, is set on finding out. Using nothing but a website and other social networking routes, Jared has set out on his 
quest to meet the 24 year old pop-sensation Lily Allen, famed for hit songs The Fear and Smile, to name but a few.

 

 

 

 

 

"I know it comes across a little weird", laughs Jared "But it's not like that. 
I thought it was an interesting experiment and besides, Lily is by far my 
favourite celebrity." And with over 500 members on his facebook group in 
just a few days, it seems the support is strongly in his favour.

Understandably something like this is completely reliant on word of mouth 
and public attention, which would lead more people (and eventually the 
lady herself) to his website. The idea echoes the work of Brian Herzlinger, 
who met Drew Barrymore in 2004 by heavily relying on word of mouth, and 
shooting the documentary "My Date With Drew" about it.

This entertaining and original site captivates from the start with its amusing 
opening letter and eye-catching design and, being experienced in web-
design, with numerous other art-related projects under his wing, Jared 
(if anyone) is the right man for the job. His adoration of Lily is evident from 
the opening letter detailing his reasoning for the experiment and his 
commitment to his cause is made clear through a constantly updated news 
section, as well as simple ways in which everyone can become a part of his 
experiment. And if this doesn’t draw one in, the cherry on top is definitely 
reading some of the hate mail he has been recieving since the start of his 
mission.

"Not everyone has been completely supportive," explains Jared. "I have 
heard the stalker label. I have had her die-hard fans telling me that they

would never help me because they want to meet her themselves. But for the most part, people see it as a fun project 
and find it very interesting".

Interesting is right. Because if this succeeds it proves fans from all around the world could connect with their idols, and 
show the growing strength of internet communcation as a whole. It could very well open the gateway to many copy-cats, 
and perhaps a new genre of websites.

The pop-sensation has recently announced her almost Amish approach to the internet, reportedly "throwing away" her 
computer and blackberry. But this does not discourage Jared in any way. "Somebody who knows her still uses the 
internet" he smirks confidently.

http://www.HelpJaredWoodsMeetLilyAllen.com
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For further information, to get involved or to arrange an interview contact Jared on: 
Tel: [availible on request]

Email: mailjaredwoods@gmail.com
For information and latest updates on the project, please visit: 

http://www.HelpJaredWoodsMeetLilyAllen.com

Jared (left) is trying to meet superstar
Lily (right) just by using the internet


